
Helsby & Elton Patient Participation Group Meeting
Minutes of Meeting held on  13th November 102013

Present:  J Dearden,   J Carter,  M Wilson, L Burgess, B Roscoe, F Thomas,  B Ginty

1. Apologies:   A Lamb, P Carter, B Yorke
2. Minutes of last meeting :   Agreed
3. Points of Action :   
∑ FT reported on discussion with opposite numbers at Frodsham practices.   They are much 

further ahead than us and Peter ? had prior experience with a PPG in Shropshire so ‘hit the 
ground running’ so to speak.     One issue they are dealing with at Frodsham related to the 
Boots Pharmacy within the Health Centre which is causing concern.    Further liaison 
planned.

∑ JD produced the article on drugs mentioned ;  one conclusion was that exercise is very 
beneficial for health.   

∑ BR questioned progress on the list of issues highlighted, complaining that  after a small 
amount of activity at the start,  nothing seems to be happening with  issues we raise.   
During discussion, JC urged the group to be patient as ‘things won’t happen overnight’ and 
the Practice still had to function and issues raised by PPG would need to be raised at the 
Practice meeting, which believed to be monthly.    Agreed that would be useful if our 
meetings were held roughly a week prior to Practice meeting s to enable a swifter response.   
Also FT suggested Dr Martin be included in Minutes circulation.       Action:     BG to find out 
date of Practice meetings.

∑ JC  distributed copies of proposed Constitution for consideration. 
∑ JD distributed suggested list of objectives for consideration.     
∑ Dec ided that Group should all receive copies of these 2 documents for consideration at next 

meeting.   
Action:   JC and JD to email appropriate files to BG to circulate to all members with 
Minutes, and updated list of members details 

4. Care Quality Commission Inspection:  FT,  BR and LB were present and talked with the  CQC 
inspector for about an hour, topics covered included personal experience with the Practice, 
the PPG progress to date and attendance at the recent Chairmen’s meeting.      The 
Inspector talked with patients at the surgery as well as staff and her report would appear on 
the CQC website by December.      Three group members who attended agreed it was a 
positive meeting.

5. West Cheshire PPG Chairs’ Mtg:   FT reported that  a West Cheshire PPG website/blog has 
been developed as a forum to support PPGs in the area and open to the public for comment: 
http://westcheshireppg.wordpress.com
West Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group public meeting to be held in Frodsham 
Community Centre on 21 November at 9am –all information is on the website, including 
report on developing PPG groups.   FT said one of the important points from mtg was stated 
intention to open surgeries at the weekends, which could be workable if surgeries combined 
their services.

6. Productive General Practice:  BY informed FT that the Helsby and Elton Practice would begin 
introducing this programme in January and could take approx 18 months to complete the 
exercise.    FT circulated copies of leaflet explaining the programme which is designed to 
‘help general practices deliver high quality care whilst meeting increasingly high demand and 
diverse expectations’ .   During ensuing discussion,   members  commented that none of the 
programme content was particularly new,    that patients would expect most of the 
objectives to be already part of practice life but if it succeeded in achieving its driving vision  
we would all benefit! 

http://westcheshireppg.wordpress.com/


7. AOB:     The Practice will be holding another Patients Survey early next year and we should 
be involved.   BY to discuss with us at the next meeting.  

∑ FT reported that during a patient session for flu jabs,  Frodsham PPG members took 
the opportunity to be present, chatting with patients over coffee and collecting 
views and comments.     Exercise judged to be a success!    

∑ Healthwatch – a national organisation was discussed and leaflets circulated.    This 
would appear to have similar objectives to PPG although it does include Social Care 
services in its remit.   However,   questions arose like ‘is there a clash of interest 
here’?    ‘Are we doing the same things – i.e. duplication’   all agreed  that we need 
clarification of where the two  organisations fit in.    

∑ JD related hearing Radio Merseyside item about PhoneFirst, where patients seeking 
appointments ring for a phone consultation first.   BR also mentioned the 111 trial,  
just announced .    

∑ JC asked if all actions from meetings could be captured in a separate item at the end 
of Minutes for easier identification.  Action BG

∑ JC also raised concern about personal data collected by Practices which included NI 
numbers and then available generally to all wishing to access,    so losing anonymity, 
and asked if the general public were aware of this.    FT suggested this question 
could go on the PPG network to spread public awareness. 

∑ FT drew attention to the Practice noticeboard and members agreed to the display of  
Minutes  thereon. 

∑ Also decided that we need a communication system between group members to 
circulate any problems, news or complaints etc.

∑ BG suggested that ‘associates’ could be enrolled to participate in the PPG from 
outside  without having to attend meetings – by phone or email perhaps.
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